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Teach your Child to follow Four Steps to Learn from Mistakes

UPCOMING
EVENTS
LEIC Tournament
hosted by Martinsville
(Boys’ Basketball)

Jan. 9 Jan. 16

2nd Quarter
Report Cards Issued

Jan. 13

No School

Jan. 20

Martin Luther King Jr. Day

7th Boys’ Basketball
Regional hosted by
Teutopolis JHS

Jan. 25Jan. 30

5 Essentials Student
Survey (PE Classes)

Jan. 31

8th Boys’ Basketball
Regional hosted by
Robinson Nuttall

Feb. 1Feb. 6

3rd Quarter
Progress Reports

Feb. 7

2:00pm Dismissal

Feb. 13

Parent/Teacher
Conferences (4-7pm)
No School
Parent/Teacher
Conferences (8-11am)

Feb. 14

No School
President’s Day

Feb. 17

While it may be comforting for students who have
made a mistake to hear,
“Well, you’ll learn from
this,” it’s not always the
case that they learn from it.
Sometimes, students just
keep making the same mistakes over and over again.

problem if you don’t know
what caused it. Sometimes,
the solution is easy: The
directions said to add and
she subtracted. But other
times, it requires more analysis. Did your child misunderstand the ques-

In order to really learn
from mistakes, students
need to think about them.
Here are four steps your
child can take to do just
that:

tion?
Not leave enough time to
check their work?

1. Look at what was right.
You could say, “Your test
wasn’t perfect. But let’s see
where you succeeded.”
Pointing out that all is not
lost can motivate your child
to take the next step.

reread some of the textbook
or ask the teacher for more
help. Help them make a
plan for what she will do
differently the next time.
4. Apply this knowledge to
a new situation. Have your
child try a problem that is
similar to the one that was
missed on the test. Encourage your child to stop at the
place where they made the
error and try to make a different choice. When they
do, they’ll know that they
really have learned from
their mistakes.
Source: Developmental Cognitive

3. Take steps to correct the Neuroscience, Elsevier B.V.
problem. Per haps your
child will discover that he/
she hasn’t learned content
they needed to know. In
that case, they may need to

2. Figure out what went
wrong. It’s hard to fix a

Message from the Principal

HAPPY NEW YEAR!



I hope that 2020 has started
well for you and your student
(s). Returning back from a
holiday break sometimes can
start rough because students
get out of the “school rou
tine”. Sometimes one element students struggle with
after returning from a long
break is turning in quality
homework assignments.
Before your student turns in
homework, suggest one last
way to make it shine: editing
and proofreading. Share

these ideas to help them do
their best work:

If answering textbook questions have them flip back
through the chapter to double-check spellings of
names and places to verify
dates.

mistake at a time. He can
read through once for
spelling, again for capitalization, and a third time for
punctuation.

 Encourage your student to
allow at least 30 minutes beMake sure that the work
tween finishing an assignment
makes sense. When your
and proofing it. Problems are
child writes up an experioften more obvious with a
ment in her science journal,
fresh eye.
she should reread it to make
certain that she has included I hope that these tips for putting
all the steps and that they
the final touches on homework
are in order.
help provide a wonderful start to
the new year for your student and
For longer assignments
you.
(stories, essays), suggest
It’s a Great day to be a Lion Cub!
that he look for one kind of
Tony Graham, MJHS Principal
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It’s a great day to be a Lion Cub!

MJHS News Shorts
7TH GRADE ROBOTICS
Students currently are learning
terminology, history, and the
uses of different robotics system.
They are now working through
technical directions and basic
programming to make their robot
go through an obstacle course.
From here, students will use the
skills they have learned and compete in three different challenges
with a robot they build and program on their own.

All ‘Wrapped’ up for the Season
Before Christmas break, Marshall JHS students had their annual Toys for Tots Drive to help support Marshall area families. This event was sponsored by the junior high PAWS Student Group and our student body
was challenged to bring in 200 toys. If 200 or more toys were brought in then Mr. Curry and Mr. Whitmore
would be ducked taped to the gym wall.
Students not only met the goal, but shattered it, by bringing in 425 toy items!! Ther efor e, at the end of
the day on Friday, December 20, Mr. Curry and Mr. Whitmore met their fates before students went off for
the holiday break. We are extremely proud of our students for the support and efforts that they showed during our annual Toys for Tots Drive. Thank you to all the teachers for their encouragement in this community
service event. Below are a few pictures for our enjoyment.
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A Note from the School Counselor
Emotions in Junior High School
Moody, private, self-conscious..if this sounds like your child, you are not alone. At this age, their body and emotions are changing rapidly. Here are some ways to help them cope:
Managing Moods
Physical growth and worries about friends, sports, and schoolwork can cause moodiness. Let your
child know you are available to talk. A quiet statement such as” I remember what it feels like not
to be asked to join a team”, can invite them to open up about what is bothering them.
Finding Privacy
It’s natural for your junior high students to want some time to him or herself. They might close
their bedroom or walk outside to take a call. Show them that you respect their growing need for
privacy by giving them a bit of space
Fitting In
Many junior high students feel self-conscious. Being part of a group of people who share their interests can help your child focus
on their strengths and feel more confident. Encourage them to participate in at least one activity (basketball, track, softball, library clerk, band, or student council).

~Ms. Finkbiner

Poetry in Motion
Mrs. Hook’s eighth grade literature classes finished their poetry unit by presenting poetry
analysis projects in the library. Students enjoyed a complimentary hot chocolate or cappuccino while sharing their analysis of a poem or song they chose. Students demonstrated their
knowledge of figurative language, theme, as well as, making a personal connection to the poem or song they chose. Students used different apps to show off their creativity and
knowledge of poetry.

